Bombardier's Aerostructures division
chosen to supply Airbus for new engine
program
The announcement comes several weeks after Airbus said it will acquire a 50.01 per cent
stake of Montreal-based company's CSeries program

Bombardier Aerostructures and Engineering Services has been selected by Airbus as a supplier on a new engine program. Frederic Lancelot / THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Airbus SE has selected Bombardier Inc. to supply a new engine part for its A320neo program, weeks after the two
companies announced a blockbuster partnership that will see Airbus acquire a majority stake in the CSeries program.
Bombardier announced Monday that the company’s Aerostructures and Engineering Services facility in Northern Ireland
Alicja Siekierska

will develop and manufacture a new thrust reverser that it says will enable Airbus to offer an innovative nacelle — the
December 4, 2017
structure
that surrounds a jet engine — for its Pratt and Whitney powered Airbus A320neo aircraft.
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HelenFiled
Gregory,
under a spokesperson for Bombardier Aerostructures and Engineering Services, said the new contract was not
Transportation

related to the Airbus’ pending acquisition of Bombardier’s CSeries program, and that the division has been an Airbus
supplier Comment
for many years.
“Our Belfast
operation has extensive experience and expertise, having accumulated more than 40 years in the design,
Facebook
development, manufacture and support of aircraft nacelles,” Gregory said in an emailed statement. “This new work
packageTwitter
reinforces our long-term strategy to grow our capabilities in the nacelles market, and will enable us to build on the
relationship we already have with Airbus.”
Reddit

Gregory said the value of the contract is confidential, and would not comment on how the Airbus partnership could affect
Email

the division.
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Up in the air: With CSeries under Airbus control, Bombardier path is uncertain as ever
European Union backs United Kingdom in Bombardier trade spat with Boeing
‘A bit stick up Boeing’s tailpipe’: Bombardier-Airbus deal could thwart U.S. duties

The announcement comes several weeks after it was announced that Airbus will acquire a 50.01 per cent stake of
Montreal-based company’s marquee CSeries program, a deal that will provide Bombardier with some much-needed
stability, according to analysts.
During a conference call with analysts following the release of the company’s third quarter results in November, chief
executive Alain Bellemare said the Aerostructures and Engineering Services division was not only positioned to grow due
the ramp up of both the CSeries and Global 7000 programs, but that it has “unmatched manufacturing capabilities that are
under-appreciated.” He added that about 75 per cent of the division’s volume is related to in-house Bombardier products,
including the CSeries jet, and 25 per cent is from external customers.
“The question that is on our mind is how do we further grow volume at aerostructures,” Bellemare said.
“It can be done in multiple ways … The name of the game here is we want to break more value, because we have great
capabilities and we can bring value to customers in multiple forms.”
Bombardier’s aerostructures division remains its smallest in terms of revenues. Last year, it pulled in $1.5 billion, behind
the company’s commercial aircraft segment, which made $2.6 billion in revenues. Bombardier Transportation remains the
most profitable division, with $7.6 billion in revenues, while business aircraft earned $5.7 billion.
Richard Aboulafia, an aviation analyst with Teal Group, said the partnership could potentially lead to more business for
Bombardier.
“On the one hand, Boeing and to a lesser extent Airbus are working to vertically integrate more. But on the other hand,
Airbus’ willingness to work with Bombardier implies an interest in a closer relationship that could lead to a risk-sharing
partnership role on the next Airbus,” he said.
Addison Schonland, an aviation consultant and partner at AirInsight, said given the pending CSeries deal, Monday’s
announcement is “a natural partnership.”
“This is a slow start, but they are starting to move in a direction where they are finding more ways to trade with each other,”

Schonland said. “This is a good signal for Bombardier, because it demonstrates that they have the technical capabilities to
deliver what Airbus needs.”
asiekierska@postmedia.com
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Six things to look for in Canadian bank earnings 1:23
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The school run may
never be the same
now that
Lamborghini has
unveiled its first SUV
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Ski-doo maker BRP
invests $100M in
production
expansion, despite
NAFTA uncertainty

This $15 ticket buys
what Tesla fans have
waited 20 months
for: A closer look at
the Model 3

Ontario has ‘zero
chance’ of making its
5% by 2020 electric
vehicle target,
analysts say

Oshawa GM plant
cuts worker shifts as
it scales back car
output, adds truck
line

Why electric
transport trucks may
about to become
more popular than
electric passenger
cars
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Advances on diversity in
Canadian boardrooms
slow to ’glacial’ pace

BMO hikes dividend, but
misses estimates as profit
hit by hurricane claims

The latest report card which
shows women on boards have
risen just a single percentage
point since 2016 ’paint a
concerning picture'

Earnings were hurt by
reinsurance claims related to
hurricanes Irma, Maria and
Harvey

Toronto home prices are
down 8.8% since May, but
the biggest decline in 17
years lures new buyers
Canada's largest housing market
continues to see prices fall amid a
widening pool of homes for sale,
though there are signs the
correction is beginning to lure in
some new ...

Baby boomers playing with
fire as portfolios pile on
risk
Nearly half of baby boomers say
they have $100,000 or less saved
for retirement, according to the
PWC 2017 Employee Financial
Wellness Survey
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